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Abstract
We revisit the calculation of rapidity dependence of the average transverse momentum
〈pT 〉 of single inclusive jet production or particle in a p+p and p+Pb collision, using the
high energy factorization. We update previous predictions for the 〈pT 〉 both in central and
forward rapidity region using parton densities following from extended Balitsky-Kovchegov
and Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov evolution equations to account for corrections of higher
orders as well as one obtained by Sudakov resummation. Furthermore, we demonstrate that
in the midrapidity region the saturation based formalisms predict increase of the transversal
momentum while in the forward rapidity region the 〈pT (y)〉 decreases.
Introduction
Over the past decades, the understanding of QCD at the regime of high energy and high density is
gradually advancing. In particular the basic equations of formalism, called color glass condensate
(CGC), for review see [1], allowing for calculations of observables when the system of partons
is dense is well established (it has been recently advanced to account for corrections of higher
orders [2–4]). For certain observables (and when some simplifications are assumed) the color
glass condensate formalism can be easily linked to the momentum space formulated high energy
factorization (HEF) [5, 6]. The cross section for observables in the framework of high energy
factorization is calculated as a convolution of appropriate hard matrix elements, with parton
densities which parametrize colliding hadrons. In general, depending on kinematical setup, the
partons in the initial state are probed at large, moderate or low longitudinal momentum fraction
of parent hadron.
In the case when the final state is at forward rapidity the formula for the cross section is provided
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by the so-called hybrid [7–10] version of HEF. In such an approach partons in one of the incoming
hadrons carry large a longitudinal momentum fraction while in the other one a small longitudinal
momentum fraction. If the longitudinal momentum fraction of partons x is low enough the QCD
framework predicts effects of gluon saturation [11] and indeed there are hints that saturation
occurs [12–17]. An interesting idea is to test for some simple observable predictions based on the
assumption that saturation exist with another completely different framework. In particular in
[18] the authors compare results for single inclusive hadron production (see also [19]) as obtained
in the simple model having bulk properties of CGC versus hydrodynamics (hydrodynamical
model of heavy ion collisions). In particular they focus on average transversal momentum for
single inclusive hadron production. In the cited paper the authors used HEF in the midrapidity
regime with a model for gluon density and concluded that saturation effects manifest themselves
by increasing mean pT of hadrons or jets as one goes away from the certain rapidity region
towards the forward rapidity region (following the direction of proton). The calculation in
principle was justified around the central rapidity region where the formalism is applicable.
Furthermore their results obtained from hydrodynamical calculation have shown an opposite
trend, i.e. decreasing cross section as one goes to the forward rapidity region. So they concluded
that a study of the mean pT of hadrons can provide a handle on what is realized in nature
hydrodynamics or CGC. However, the study of the observable was repeated by other authors
using other parton density sets and formalism applicable at the forward rapidity region [20].
Furthermore the result of [20] shows strong dependence on whether one addresses individual
particles or jets. The authors of [20] arrived at the conclusion that for particles the cross section
decreases in the whole rapidity while for jets it increases in the moderate rapidity region and
then decreases in the large rapidity region. In this paper in order to shed light on the apparent
discrepancy we revisit both QCD calculations in their range of applicability using gluon densities
[16] obtained from extending Balitskii-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL) [21–23], and Balitsky-
Kovchegov (BK) [24, 25] evolution equations as well as from Sudakov based resummation [26].
Furthermore we aim at understanding better the role of saturation for specific observable, i.e.
jet vs. hadron.
1 Rapidity dependence of average transverse momentum
The single inclusive jet production process can be schematically written as
A+B −→ a+ b −→ jet+X,
where A and B are colliding hadrons, each of which provides a parton, respectively a and b, and
X corresponds to undetected real radiation and beam remnants.
The cross section for single inclusive gluon production within HEF at leading order approxima-
tion in αs ln 1/x with two off shell initial state gluons (this formula is called also kT factorization)
reads [11,27]
N(pT , y) ≡ dσ
d2pTdy
=
2αs
CF
1
p2T
∫
d2qTFp1 (x1, q2T , µ2)Fp2 (x2, (pT − qT )2, µ2), (1)
the formula applies in the situation where the system of gluons is dilute i.e. both of protons
can be parametrized by gluon density coming from BFKL equation. One can generalize the
above formula to calculations when the nonlinearities are take into account in at least one of the
colliding hadrons. When the proton collides with lead the formula for single inclusive jet cross
section in the central rapidity region reads
N(pT , y) ≡ dσ
d2pTdy
=
2αs
CF
1
p2T
∫
d2qTFp1 (x1, q2T , µ2)FA2 (x2, (pT − qT )2, µ2), (2)
2
here Fp1 (x1, q2T , µ2) is the unintegrated gluon densities of the proton and FA2 (x2, (pT − qT )2, µ2)
is the gluon density of nucleus in color adjoint representation. Both depend on longitudinal
momentum fraction x, transversal momenta, and in general on factorization scale µ. The formula
is valid when x1 > x2. The longitudinal momentum fractions can be expressed in terms of
rapidity-y and transversal momentum-pT of jet produced in the final state as:
x1 =
pT e
y
√
S
, x2 =
pT e
−y
√
S
(3)
where
√
S is the total energy of the collision. In the situation when the jet is produced in the
forward rapidity region the kinematics of the initial state is such that the x values are very
different. We consider the case when the produced forward jet goes along the proton direction;
this corresponds to the situation such that 1 ∼ x1 >> x2. In such a regime one derives the
so-called hybrid factorization formula valid which reads [7]
N(pT , y) ≡ dσ
dy1d2p1T
=
1
2
1
2(x1x2S)2
[∑
q(q¯)
|Mg∗q(q¯)→q(q¯)|2x1fq(q¯)/1(x1, µ2)FFg/2(x2, p21T , µ2)
+ |Mg∗g→g|2x1gg/1(x1, µ2)FAg/2(x2, p21T , µ2))
]
.
(4)
In both of the formulas (2) and (4) the gluon density in the adjoint representation FA(x, k2) can
be obtained from the fundamental one, using the gluon density in fundamental representation
via the formulas collected in the Appendix. The parton densities x1fa/1(x1, µ2) are standard
collinear parton densities and in our calculations we use CTEQ10NLO parton densities. The
matrix elements |Mg∗g→g|2, |Mg∗q(q¯)→q(q¯)|2 can be found in [28].
The rapidity dependence of the mean transverse momentum of the jet can be calculated using
the formula:
〈pT 〉 =
∫
d2pT pTN(y, pT )∫
d2pTN(y, pT )
, (5)
while the formulas after including the fragmentation function (FF) for kT factorization and
hybrid factorization read:
〈pT 〉FF =
∫
d2pT pT
∫ 1
0.05 dz
Dg(z)
z2
N(y, pTz )∫
d2pT
∫ 1
0.05 dz
Dg(z)
z2
Ng(y,
pT
z )
,
〈pT 〉FF =
∫
d2pT pT
∫ 1
τ dz(
Dg(z)
z2
N(y, pTz ) +
∑
q
Dq(z)
z2
Nq(y,
pT
z ))∫
d2pT
∫ 1
τ dz(
Dg(z)
z2
N(y, pTz ) +
∑
q
Dq(z)
z2
N(y, pTz ))
, (6)
where N(y, pTz ) is the double differential cross section for single inclusive jet production and
Dg(z) is a fragmentation function describing probability for conversion of gluonic or quark jet
to hadron 3 respectively and τ is allowed by the kinematics the lowest value of z. In this paper
we use the fragmentation functions obtained in [29]. In order to see the general trend and model
dependence of the behavior of average 〈pT 〉 we calculate this observable using the following sets
of unintegrated gluon distributions:
• KS [16] being a solution of momentum space version of BK equation with modifications
according to the Kwieciński-Martin-Satsto (KMS) prescription [30] which include kine-
matical constraint, complete splitting function and contribution of quarks and running
coupling,
3we consider pions which dominate the cross section
3
• KS-linear i.e. being a solution of momentum space version of the BFKL equation with
modifications according to the KMS prescription described above,
• KS-lead the same as KS but for lead nucleus. We use it to obtain predictions for p+Pb
initial configuration,
• gluon obtained using the Kimber-Martin-Ryskin-Watt (KMRW) prescription. This is a
gluon density obtained from collinear gluon density via resummation of virtual and soft
emissions via the Sudakov exponent [26]. The gluon density is valid in large and moderate
values of x.
• Golec-Biernat-Wusthoff saturation model [12] both for proton and for lead nucleus.
2 Numerical results
In the following sections we present the numerical results for p+Pb and p+p collision obtained
in the kT -factorization, hybrid factorization with fragmentation function and without fragmen-
tation function. When we present the same factorization scheme for the different unintegrated
gluon distribution function we use the different hue of the same color. In all other cases, we will
use the following notation:
• red (solid) - kT factorization,
• blue (solid) - hybrid factorization without fragmentation function,
• purple (dashes) - hybrid factorization with fragmentation function (FF).
As a first result of the paper we present comparison of the result for average 〈pT 〉 in p+Pb
collisions at
√
5 TeV as obtained in kT factorization with and without accounting for fragmen-
tation function. In the kT -factorization calculation we are going to use for the lead nuclei the
KS-lead unintegrated parton density function, while for the hadron with partons having larger
x other unintegrated gluon densities from the list presented in the previous section. The crucial
point is the appropriate choice of cuoff i.e. lower limit for integration over the transversal mo-
menta. We choose it 1.3 GeV, as dictated by the lowest momentum scale of the collinear parton
density used in hybrid factorization. Choice of lower cutoff which is possible in kT factorization
would make the results hard to be compared. In the hybrid factorization calculations the parton
density of lead is going to be parametrized by the KS-lead unintegrated gluon density or GBW
4 gluon density while the parton density of large x proton is provided by CTEQ10NLO collinear
parton density functions.
In Fig.(1) we see that the result of the evaluation of the 〈pT 〉 (normalized to value at rapid-
ity y = 2) within the kT factorization approach weakly depends on whether the fragmentation
function (FF) is included or not, this result was argued to hold already by [18]. To arrive at
the result the authors of the mentioned paper used general arguments and simplified analytical
calculations within GBW-like saturation model. The small difference between the two curves
obtained can be shown to come from the running coupling of αS . In Fig.(2) we present the
result obtained within hybrid factorization, here the difference between particle spectrum and
jet spectrum is clearly visible. The cross section for evaluation of jets is slowly increasing and
then decreases at forward rapidities while the particle spectrum decreases monotonously. This
results are therefore consistent with the one obtained in [20]. At this point we would like to stress
that for this calculation we used the unintegrated gluon density of proton coming from the lin-
ear evolution equation therefore all saturation effects visible for jets are coming from Pb nucleus.
4with modified saturation scale to account for higher density of gluons
4
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Figure 1: (Colour online) The rapidity dependence
of the ratio 〈pT (y,
√
s)〉 / 〈pT (2,
√
s)〉 in p-Pb colli-
sions as obtained using kT factorization. The Par-
ton Distribution Function PDF of proton is given by
KS-linear unintegrated gluon density while the PDF
of lead in colour adjoint representations is given by
KS-nonlinear unintegrated gluon density.
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Figure 2: (Colour online) The rapidity dependence
of the ratio 〈pT (y,
√
s)〉 / 〈pT (2,
√
s)〉 in p-Pb colli-
sions obtained in hybrid factorization. The PDF
for lead is given by KS-nonlinear unintegrated gluon
density, while for proton we take CTEQ10NLO set
of PDFs.
Fig.(3) shows the comparison of the results obtained in kT factorization with those obtained
in hybrid factorization using GBW and the GBW-lead model to parametrize the proton and the
nucleon respectively. In hybrid factorization only the lead nucleus is parametrized by the GBW
model. The main difference in the result as to the one obtained using KS-gluon density is that
the GBW decays exponentially towards large kT and therefore the observable is more dominated
by saturation scale. We skip the result of kT factorization that includes FF since it is essentially
the same as without it. Another interesting point to study is to investigate the difference in the
〈pT 〉 spectrum when the Pb nucleus is parametrized by GBW or BK parton densities, while the
large x proton by the KMRW unintegrated gluon density which is derived from collinear physics
with appropriate resummation. We see in Fig.(4) that in the region where the framework is
applicable the results are very similar and suggest that the low kT region dominates where the
parton densities are essentially similar i.e. behave like ∼ k2T /Q2s.
We move towards the p-p case; in Fig.(5)-Fig.(8) we investigate the dependence of 〈p〉 on
rapidity in p+p collisions. The general conclusion is that for p+p collisions there is not much
difference between results with saturation and without saturation. The difference between results
with and without the fragmentation function is however bigger in cases where parton density with
saturation for at least one proton was used. Furthermore comparing purple curves obtained in
Fig.(5) and Fig.(6) one sees that they do not differ much so the particle spectra are not optimal to
distinguish between the saturation and the no saturation case. One can however see a significant
difference to the result obtained within the GBW saturation model which predicts in the large
region of rapidity an increase of the 〈p〉. In the p+Pb case the results where the saturation
scale in Pb is large it leads to an increase of mean transversal momentum in central and forward
values of rapidities. The general trend in behavior of frameworks with and without saturation in
p-p collisions can be visualized by comparing figures obtained using KS-linear (Fig.5), KMRW
(Fig.8) with those where KS-nonlinear (Fig.6) or GBW (Fig.7) was used, it is visible that in the
later case 〈p〉 increases as a function of rapidity (although in the KS-linear case the distribution
is almost flat in the central rapidity region).
To conclude with the results obtained above we see that the behavior of the average transver-
sal momentum as obtained above behaves as follows:
• it grows in the central rapidity region if one assumes saturation (although very weakly in
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Figure 3: (Colour online) The rapidity dependence
of the ratio 〈pT (y,
√
s)〉 / 〈pT (2,
√
s)〉 in p-Pb colli-
sions as obtained using kT or hybrid factorization.
The PDF of proton and lead is obtained using the
GBW model.
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Figure 4: (Colour online) The rapidity dependence
of the ratio 〈pT (y,
√
s)〉 / 〈pT (2,
√
s)〉 in p-Pb col-
lisions obtained in kT -factorization. Unintegrated
gluon density for proton was obtained using KMRW
prescription and for lead GBW saturation (orange
curve) and KS-nonlinear (red curve) was used.
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Figure 5: (Colour online) The rapidity dependence
of the ratio 〈pT (y,
√
s)〉 / 〈pT (2,
√
s)〉 in p-p collision.
The gluon density parametrising proton was chosen
to be KS-linear.
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Figure 6: (Colour online) The rapidity dependence
of the ratio 〈pT (y,
√
s)〉 / 〈pT (2,
√
s)〉 in p-p collision.
The gluon density parametrising proton with lower-x
was chosen to be KS-nonlinear.
the p+p case),
• it grows for 2 < y < 3 and falls for y > 3 for jets in p+Pb collision if one assumes
saturation,
• is constant for jets in the region 2 < y < 3 and falls for y > 3 in the p+p collision if one
assumes saturation,
• it falls for jets in the p+p collision if one does not assume saturation,
• it falls in all rapidity region for particles in p+Pb and p+p independent if one assumes
saturation or not,
• we used also the GBW model which has strong saturation effects. In this case the con-
clusion is that the GBW model predicts a strong increase with rapidity of the average
transversal momentum.
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Figure 7: (Colour online) The rapidity dependence
of the ratio 〈pT (y,
√
s)〉 / 〈pT (2,
√
s)〉 in p-p collision.
The gluon density parametrizing proton was chosen
to be parametrized by the GBW model.
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Figure 8: (Colour online) The rapidity dependence
of the ratio 〈pT (y,
√
s)〉 / 〈pT (2,
√
s)〉 in p-p collision.
The gluon density used is obtained within KMRW
framework.
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Figure 9: The nuclear modification ratio ob-
tained using KS-nonlinear gluon density or
GBW model for proton and lead.
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Figure 10: The nuclear modification ratio obtained
using KS-nonlinear gluon density or GBW model for
proton and lead.
In order to measure the effects of increased density of partons as one goes from p+p to p+Pb
scattering one often measures so-called nuclear modification ratio RpA. This quantity is defined
as
RpA =
dσp+A
dO
Adσp+p
dO
(7)
with A = 208 for Pb. In the region of phase space where the saturation effects are weak, this
ratio is equal to unity. However, in the more forward rapidity region the nonlinear evolution
plays a more important role in the case of the nucleus RpPb and therefore the ratio goes below
1. We see in Fig. (9) that at the forward region there is suppression of the cross section for jets.
However, as one goes from jets to particles the result is consistent with unity, see Fig.(10).
3 Conclusions
In the paper we studied average transversal momentum of single inclusive jet and particle pro-
duced in p+p and p+Pb collisions. The study has been performed within the framework of high
energy factorization. We see that as soon as we use at least for one initial state hadron parton
7
density with saturation there is region in rapidity where the transversal momentum of produced
jet is growing.. However, when the parton densities do not include saturation effects the dis-
tribution is essentially falling both for jets and particles in all rapidity regions. We therefore
confirm the result by [18], that once the parton density function with saturation is used the av-
erage transversal momentum grows. However, the application of the kT factorization approach
used by [18] should be limited to central rapidity region y ≤ 2 where the longitudinal momenta
of initial state partons are comparable. As one goes to the forward rapidity region the hybrid
high energy factorization is the proper framework to be used as has been done in [20]. Besides
revisiting the results of the mentioned groups we performed calculations using parton densities
which do not include saturation effects. We observed that in such case the average transversal
momentum is always decreasing with increasing rapidity independent on the factorization used
nor final state, i.e. jet or particle. This allows one to conclude that indeed saturation predicts
an increase of transversal momentum of jet or particle as a function of rapidity in a certain
rapidity window. Finally we studied the nuclear modification ratio of forward jets and particles,
and we see that the suppression of the average transversal momenta is stronger for jets than for
particles.
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4 Appendix: Gluon density in color adjoint representation
The dipole amplitude in adjoint representation expressed in terms of fundamental representation
reads [32]:
NA(x, r) = 2NF (x, r)− (N F (x, r))2 (8)
and it is related to the dipole amplitude in the color fundamental representation via
NF (x, r) = 8 4pi
3
NcαsS⊥
∫
dk
k
[1− J0(kr)]FF (x, k2) (9)
where NF (x, r) can be provided by the solution of the BK or JIMWLK evolution equation or
model. In the above r ≡ r is a two-dimensional vector denoting relative distance of end points
of the dipole whose modulus represents size of a color dipole. The gluon density in the color
adjoint representation is calculated via:
FA(x, k2) = S⊥ Nc
4αspi2
k2
∫
d2r
2pi
e−i k·r(1−NA(x, r)) (10)
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